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Milan, November 14th 2022 

It will be released in theaters, exclusively from December 1st to December 7th, “Aiuto! È Natale!” 

a Christmas family movie written and directed by Khristoph Tassin, produced by RS Productions 

and Paradox Studios Italia and distributed by RS Productions. Shot in English, the film features 

among the cast Richard Dreyfuss (Oscar for Best Actor for "Goodbye Amore Mio!"), Judd Nelson 

(the rebel John Bender in the iconic "Breakfast Club"), Valeria Bilello ("Made in Italy”, “Security”, 

“Curon”), Nathan Cooper and the two very young talents Lorenzo McGovern Zaini and Charlotte 

Gentile. "Aiuto! È Natale!" is designed to make young and adults laugh but it aims above all at 

children; in fact, children are the ones who help save Christmas. 

 

“The movie addresses issues not only related to Christmas, but also to the family and to today's 

society: addiction to electronic games, family relationships, traumas of abandonment in childhood 

and the relationship to the traditions of the past in an increasingly digitalized and contemporary 

world.” – said director Khristoph Tassin. 

 

Synopsis 

The Christmas movie stars a family: father, mother, two children, grandfather and…Santa Claus. 

The grumpy father hates Christmas, because he remembers the past with his absent father, and 

finds himself managing two children who, with the help of their grandfather, try to free Santa 

Claus, trapped by a “monster”, through the solution of eight digital riddles. 

 

***** 

 

RS PRODUCTIONS SRL: RS Productions, founded in Milan in 2019 by an entrepreneurial group with a broad 

experience in the media and publishing sectors, is a production and distribution company for audiovisual 

and cinema content. The Company, together with Portobello SpA, owns Web Magazine Makers, the 

licensee publishing company for Italy of the historical magazine“Rolling Stone”. RS Productions is 

constantly on the cutting edge of media and entertainment market, where technologic innovation and new 

trends are deeply changing the way contents are consumed. The Company therefore operates through 

studios equipped with the most advanced technologies in audio-video production, enabling the 

development of innovative cross-media projects.  

PARADOX STUDIOS ITALIA: Paradox Studios Italia is a film and television production boutique that finances 

and produces independent films and shows from Italy with an international appeal for co-production and 

distribution. 
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